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In the folklore of the Middle East, the story is told mental activities and so incapable of mastering
others? Why is it that some of the most creativeabout a man named Nasrudin, who was searching

for something on the ground. A friend came by and thinkers cannot comprehend a balance sheet, and
that some accountants have no sense of productasked: ‘‘What have you lost, Nasrudin?’’

‘‘My key,’’ said Nasrudin. design? Why do some brilliant management scien-
tists have no ability to handle organizational poli-So, the friend went down on his knees, too, and

they both looked for it. After a time, the friend asked: tics, while some of the most politically adept
individuals cannot seem to understand the sim-‘‘Where exactly did you drop it?’’

‘‘In my house,’’ answered Nasrudin. plest elements of management science?
▫ Second: Why do people sometimes express such‘‘Then why are you looking here, Nasrudin?’’

‘‘There is more light here than inside my own surprise when they read or learn the obvious,
something they already must have known? Whyhouse.’’

This ‘‘light’’ little story is old and worn, yet it has is a manager so delighted, for example, when he
reads a new article on decision making, every partsome timeless, mysterious appeal, one which has

much to do with the article that follows. But let of which must be patently obvious to him even
though he has never before seen it in print?me leave the story momentarily while I pose some

questions—also simple yet mysterious—that have ▫ Third: Why is there such a discrepancy in organiza-
tions, at least at the policy level, between the sci-always puzzled me.
ence and planning of management on the one
hand, and managing on the other? Why have none▫ First: Why are some people so smart and so dull

at the same time, so capable of mastering certain of the techniques of planning and analysis really
had much effect on how top managers function?

Henry Mintzberg is a professor in the Faculty of Management at What I plan to do in this article is weave together
McGill University, Montreal, Canada. He is currently visiting some tentative answers to these three questions with
professor at Centre d’Etude et de Recherche sur les Organisations the story of Nasrudin around a central theme, name-
et la Gestion (I.A.E.) in Aixen-Provence, France. He has written

ly, that of the specialization of the hemispheres ofextensively on the manager and his work, and is the author of
the human brain and what that specialization meansHBR’s McKinsey Award winning article for 1975, ‘‘The Manager’s

Job: Folklore and Fact,’’ which appeared in the July–August issue. for management.
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This ‘‘imagining,’’ in fact, describes how the mainThe Two Hemispheres of the
breakthrough in the recent research on the humanHuman Brain
brain took place. In trying to treat certain cases of epi-
lepsy, neurosurgeons found that by severing the cor-

Let us first try to answer the three questions by
pus callosum, which joins the two hemispheres of the

looking at what is known about the hemispheres of
brain, they could ‘‘split the brain,’’ isolating the epi-

the brain.
lepsy. A number of experiments run on these ‘‘split-
brain’’ patients produced some fascinating results.Question one

In one experiment doctors showed a woman epi-
leptic’s right hemisphere a photograph of a nudeScientists—in particular, neurologists, neurosur-

geons, and psychologists—have known for a long woman. (This is done by showing it to the left half
of each eye.) The patient said she saw nothing, buttime that the brain has two distinct hemispheres.

They have known, further, that the left hemisphere almost simultaneously blushed and seemed con-
fused and uncomfortable. Her ‘‘conscious’’ left hemi-controls movements on the body’s right side and that

the right hemisphere controls movements on the sphere, including her verbal apparatus, was aware
only that something had happened to her body, butleft. What they have discovered more recently, how-

ever, is that these two hemispheres are specialized not of what had caused the emotional turmoil. Only
her ‘‘unconscious’’ right hemisphere knew. Herein more fundamental ways.

In the left hemisphere of most people’s brains (left- neurosurgeons observed a clear split between the two
independent consciousnesses that are normally inhanders largely excepted) the logical thinking pro-

cesses are found. It seems that the mode of operation communication and collaboration.2

Now, scientists have further found that some com-of the brain’s left hemisphere is linear; it processes
information sequentially, one bit after another, in an mon human tasks activate one side of the brain while

leaving the other largely at rest. For example, a per-ordered way. Perhaps the most obvious linear faculty
is language. In sharp contrast, the right hemisphere son’s learning a mathematical proof might evoke ac-

tivity in the left hemisphere of his brain, while hisis specialized for simultaneous processing; that is, it
operates in a more holistic, relational way, Perhaps conceiving a piece of sculpture or assessing a political

opponent might evoke activity in his right.its most obvious faculty is comprehension of visual
images. So now we seem to have the answer to the first

question. An individual can be smart and dull at theAlthough relatively few specific mental activities
have yet been associated with one hemisphere or same time simply because one side of his or her brain

is more developed than the other. Some people—the other, research is proceeding very quickly. For
example, a recent article in The New York Times probably most lawyers, accountants, and planners—

have better developed left-hemispheric thinkingcites research which suggests that emotion may be
a right-hemispheric function.1 This notion is based processes, while others—artists, sculptors, and

perhaps politicians—have better developed right-on the finding that victims of right-hemispheric
strokes are often comparatively untroubled about hemispheric processes. Thus an artist may be incapa-

ble of expressing his feelings in words, while a lawyertheir incapacity, while those with strokes of the left
hemisphere often suffer profound mental anguish. may have no facility for painting. Or a politician may

not be able to learn mathematics, while a manage-What does this specialization of the brain mean
for the way people function? Speech, being linear, is ment scientist may constantly be manipulated in

political situations.a left-hemispheric activity, but other forms of human
communication, such as gesturing, are relational Eye movement is apparently a convenient indica-

tor of hemispheric development. When asked torather than sequential and tend to be associated with
the right hemisphere. Imagine what would happen count the letters in a complex word such as Missis-

sippi in their heads, most people will gaze off to theif the two sides of a human brain were detached so
that, for example, in reacting to a stimulus, a person’s side opposite their most developed hemisphere. (Be

careful of lefties, however.) But if the question iswords would be separate from his gestures. In other
words, the person would have two separate brains— a specialized one—for example, if it is emotionally

laden, spatial, or purely mathematical—the numberone specialized for verbal communication, and the
other for gestures—that would react to the same of people gazing one way or another will change sub-

stantially.stimulus.

2. Robert Ornstein, The Psychology of Consciousness (San Fran-1. Richard Restak, ‘‘The Hemispheres of the Brain Have Minds
of Their Own,’’ New York Times, 25 January 1976. cisco: W.H. Freeman, 1975), p. 60.
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Question two question as well. The feeling of revelation about
learning the obvious can be explained with the sug-

A number of word opposites have been proposed
gestion that the ‘‘obvious’’ knowledge was implicit,

to distinguish the two hemispheric modes of ‘‘con-
apparently restricted to the right hemisphere. The

sciousness,’’ for example: explicit versus implicit;
left hemisphere never ‘‘knew.’’ Thus it seems to be

verbal versus spatial; argument versus experience;
a revelation to the left hemisphere when it learns

intellectual versus intuitive; and analytic versus
explicitly what the right hemisphere knew all along

gestalt.
implicitly.

I should interject at this point that these words,
Now only the third question—the discrepancy be-

as well as much of the evidence for these conclu-
tween planning and managing—remains.

sions, can be found in the remarkable book enti-
tled The Psychology of Consciousness by Robert
Ornstein, a research psychologist in California. Question three
Ornstein uses the story of Nasrudin to further the

By now, it should be obvious where my discussion
points he is making. Specifically, he refers to the

is leading (obvious, at least, to the reader’s right
linear left hemisphere as synonymous with

hemisphere and, now that I write it, to the reader’s
lightness, with thought processes that we know in an

left hemisphere as well). It may be that management
explicit sense. We can articulate them. He associates

researchers have been looking for the key to manage-
the right hemisphere with darkness, with thought

ment in the lightness of logical analysis whereas per-
processes that are mysterious to us, at least ‘‘us’’ in

haps it has always been lost in the darkness of
the Western world.

intuition.
Ornstein also points out how the ‘‘esoteric psy-

Specifically, I propose that there may be a funda-
chologies’’ of the East (Zen, Yoga, Sufism, and so

mental difference between formal planning and in-
on) have focused on right-hemispheric consciousness

formal managing, a difference akin to that between
(for example, altering pulse rate through meditation).

the two hemispheres of the human brain. The tech-
In sharp contrast, Western psychology has been con-

niques of planning and management science are
cerned almost exclusively with left-hemispheric

sequential and systematic; above all, articulated.
consciousness, with logical thought. Ornstein sug-

Planners and management scientists are expected to
gests that we might find an important key to human

proceed in their work through a series of logical,
consciousness in the right hemisphere, in what to

ordered steps, each one involving explicit analysis.
us in the West is the darkness. To quote him:

(The argument that the successful application of
‘‘Since these experiences ‘transcendence of time,

these techniques requires considerable intuition
control of the nervous system, paranormal commu-

does not really change my point. The occurrence of
nication, and so on are, by their very mode of opera-

intuition simply means that the analyst is departing
tion, not readily accessible to causal explanation or

from his science, as it is articulated, and is behaving
even to linguistic exploration, many have been

more like a manager.)
tempted to ignore them or even to deny their exis-

Formal planning, then, seems to use processes akin
tence. These traditional psychologies have been rele-

to those identified with the brain’s left hemisphere.
gated to the ‘esoteric’ or the ‘occult,’ the realm of

Furthermore, planners and management scientists
the mysterious—the word most often employed is

seem to revel in a systematic, well-ordered world,
‘mysticism.’ It is a taboo area of inquiry, which has

and many show little appreciation for the more rela-
been symbolized by the Dark, the Left side ‘the right

tional, holistic processes.
hemisphere of ourselves, the Night.’’3

What about managing? More exactly, what about
Now, reflect on this for a moment. (Should I say

the processes used by top managers? (Let me empha-
meditate?) There is a set of thought processes—

size here that I am focusing this discussion at the
linear, sequential, analytical—that scientists as well

policy level of organizations, where I believe the di-
as the rest of us know a lot about. And there is

chotomy between planning and managing is most
another set—simultaneous, relational, holistic—

sharp.) Managers plan in some ways, too, (that is,
that we know little about. More importantly, here

they think ahead) and they engage in their share of
we do not ‘‘know’’ what we ‘‘know’’ or, more exactly,

logical analysis. But I believe there is more than that
our left hemispheres cannot articulate explicitly

to the effective managing of an organization. I hy-
what our right hemispheres know implicitly.

pothesize, therefore, that the important policy pro-
So here is, seemingly, the answer to the second

cesses of managing an organization rely to a
considerable extent on the faculties identified with

3. Ibid., p. 97. the brain’s right hemisphere. Effective managers
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seem to revel in ambiguity; in complex, mysterious matter what their level in the organization or
the function they supervised.) Of course verbalsystems with relatively little order.

If true, this hypothesis would answer the third communication is linear, too, but it is more than
that. Managers seem to favor it for two funda-question about the discrepancy between planning

and managing. It would help to explain why each of mental reasons that suggest a relational mode
of operation.the new analytic techniques of planning and analysis

has, one after the other, had so little success at the First, verbal communication enables the man-
ager to ‘‘read’’ facial expressions, tones of voice,policy level. PPBS, strategic planning, ‘‘manage-

ment’’ (or ‘‘total’’) information systems, and models and gestures. As I mentioned earlier, these stim-
uli seem to be processed in the right hemisphereof the company—all have been greeted with great

enthusiasm; then, in many instances, a few years of the brain. Second, and perhaps more im-
portant, verbal communication enables thelater have been quietly ushered out the corporate

back door. Apparently none served the needs of deci- manager to engage in the ‘‘real-time’’ exchange
of information. Managers’ concentration on thesion making at the policy level in organizations; at

that level other processes may function better. verbal media, therefore, suggests that they desire
relational, simultaneous methods of acquiring
information, rather than the ordered and sequen-
tial ones.Managing from the Right Hemisphere

2. In addition to noting the media managers use, it
is interesting to look at the content of managers’Because research has so far told us little about the
information, and at what they do with it. Theright hemisphere, I cannot support with evidence my
evidence here is that a great deal of the manager’sclaim that a key to managing lies there. I can only
inputs are soft and speculative—impressions andpresent to the reader a ‘‘feel’’ for the situation, not
feelings about other people, hearsay, gossip, anda reading of concrete data. A number of findings from
so on. Furthermore, the very analytical inputs—my own research on policy-level processes do, how-
reports, documents, and hard data in general—ever, suggest that they possess characteristics of
seem to be of relatively little importance toright-hemispheric thinking.4

many managers. (After a steady diet of soft infor-One fact recurs repeatedly in all of this research:
mation, one chief executive came across the firstthe key managerial processes are enormously com-
piece of hard data he had seen all week—an ac-plex and mysterious (to me as a researcher, as well
counting report—and put it aside with the com-as to the managers who carry them out), drawing
ment, ‘‘I never look at this.’’)on the vaguest of information and using the least

What can managers do with this soft, specula-articulated of mental processes. These processes
tive information? They ‘‘synthesize’’ rather thanseem to be more relational and holistic than ordered
‘‘analyze’’ it, I should think. (How do you analyzeand sequential, and more intuitive than intellectual;
the mood of a friend or the grimace someonethey seem to be most characteristic of righthemi-
makes in response to a suggestion?) A great dealspheric activity.
of this information helps the manager under-Here are ten general findings:
stand implicitly his organization and its environ-
ment, to ‘‘see the big picture.’’ This very

1. The five chief executives I observed strongly fa- expression, so common in management, implies
vored the verbal media of communication, espe- a relational, holistic use of information. In effect,
cially meetings, over the written forms, namely managers (like everyone else) use their informa-
reading and writing. (The same result has been tion to build mental ‘‘models’’ of their world,
found in virtually every study of managers, no which are implicit synthesized apprehensions of

how their organizations and environments func-
4. These findings are based on (a) my obsevational study of the tion. Then, whenever an action is contemplated,
work of five chief executives reported in The Nature of Managerial the manager can simulate the outcome using his
Work (New York: Harper and Row, 1973) and in ‘‘The Manager’s

implicit models.Job: Folklore and Fact’’ (HBR July–August 1975, p. 49); (b) a study
There can be little doubt that this kind of ac-of twenty-five strategic decision processes reported in ‘‘The Struc-

ture of ‘Unstructured’ Decision Processes,’’ coauthored with Duru tivity goes on all the time in the world of man-
Raisinghani and André Théorêt, to appear in a forthcoming issue agement.
of Administrative Science Quarterly; and (c) a series of studies A number of words managers commonly use
carried out under my supervision at McGill University on the

suggest this kind of mental process. For example,formation of organizational strategies over periods of decades,
the word ‘‘hunch’’ seems to refer to the thoughtreported in ‘‘Patterns in Strategy Formation,’’ Working Paper,

I.A.E., Aix-en-Provence, France, submitted for publication. that results from such an implicit simulation.
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‘‘I don’t know why, but I have a hunch that if his problems. Rather, he deals with issues in the
context of daily activities—the cigarette in hiswe do x, then they will respond with y.’’ Manag-

ers also use the word judgment to refer to mouth, one hand on the telephone, and the other
shaking hands with a departing guest. The man-thought processes that work but are unknown

to them. Judgment seems to be the word that ager is involved, plugged in; his mode of op-
erating is relational, simultaneous, experiential,the verbal intellect has given to the thought pro-

cesses that it cannot articulate. Maybe ‘‘he has that is, encompassing all the characteristics of
the right hemisphere.good judgment’’ simply means ‘‘he has good

right-hemispheric models.’’ 5. If the most important managerial roles of the
ten described in the research were to be isolated,3. Another consequence of the verbal nature of the

manager’s information is of interest here. The leader, liaison, and disturbance handler would
certainly be among them. (The other seven aremanager tends to be the best informed member

of his organization, but he has difficulty dissemi- figurehead, monitor, disseminator, spokesman,
negotiator, entrepreneur, and resource allocator,nating his information to his employees. There-

fore, when a manager overloaded with work and the last two are also among the most im-
portant roles.) Yet these three are the roles leastfinds a new task that needs doing, he faces a

dilemma: he must either delegate the task with- ‘‘known’’ about. Leader describes how the man-
ager deals with his own employees. It is ironicout the background information or simply do

the task himself, neither of which is satisfactory. that despite an immense amount of research,
managers and researchers still know virtuallyWhen I first encountered this dilemma of dele-

gation, I described it in terms of time and of the nothing about the essence of leadership, about
why some people follow and others lead. Leader-nature of the manager’s information; because so

much of a manager’s information is verbal (and ship remains a mysterious chemistry; catchall
words such as charisma proclaim our ignorance.stored in his head), the dissemination of it con-

sumes much of his time. But now the split-brain In the liaison role, the manager builds up a
network of outside contacts, which serve as hisresearch suggests that a second, perhaps more

significant, reason for the dilemma of delegation or her personal information system. Again, the
activities of this role remain almost completelyexists. The manager may simply be incapable of

disseminating some relevant information be- outside the realm of articulated knowledge. And
as a disturbance handler the manager handlescause it is removed from his verbal conscious-

ness. (This suggests that we might need a kind problems and crises in his organization. Here
again, despite an extensive literature on analyti-of managerial psychoanalyst to coax it out of

him!) cal decision making, virtually nothing is written
about decision making under pressure. These ac-4. Earlier in this article I wrote that managers revel

in ambiguity, in complex, mysterious systems tivities remain outside the realm of management
science, inside the realm of intuition and experi-without much order. Let us look at evidence

of this. What I have discussed so far about the ence.
6. Let us turn now to strategic decision-makingmanager’s use of information suggests that their

work is geared to action, not reflection. We see processes. There are 7 ‘‘routines’’ that seem to
describe the steps involved in such decisionfurther evidence for this in the pace of their work

(‘‘Breaks are rare. It’s one damn thing after an- making. These are recognition, diagnosis,
search, design, screening, evaluation/choice,other’’); the brevity of their activities (half of

the chief executives’ activities I observed were and authorization. Two of these routines stand
out above the rest—the diagnosis of decisioncompleted in less than 9 minutes); the variety

of their activities (the chief executives had no situations and the design of custom-made solu-
tions—in that almost nothing is known of them.evident patterns in their workdays); the fact that

they actively exhibit a preference for interrup- Yet these two stand out for another reason as
well: they are probably the most important oftion in their work (stopping meetings, leaving

their doors open); and the lack of routine in their the seven. In particular, diagnosis seems to be
the crucial step in strategic decision making, forwork (only 7% of 368 verbal contacts I observed

were regularly scheduled, only 1% dealt with a it is in that routine that the whole course of
decision making is set.general issue that was in any way related to gen-

eral planning). It is a surprising fact, therefore, that diagnosis
goes virtually without mention in the literatureClearly, the manager does not operate in a sys-

tematic, orderly, and intellectual way, puffing of planning or management science. (Almost all
of the later literature deals with the formal eval-his pipe up in a mountain retreat, as he analyzes
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uation of given alternatives, yet this is often a gaining, but in general the selection mode most
commonly used was judgment. Typically, thekind of trimming on the process, insignificant

in terms of determining actual outcomes.) In the options and all kinds of data associated with
them were pumped into the mind of a manager,study of the decision processes themselves, the

managers making the decisions, mentioned tak- and somehow a choice later came out. How was
never explained. How is never explained in anying an explicit diagnostic step in only 14 of the

25 decision processes. But all the managers must of the literature either. Yehezkel Dror, a leading
figure in the study of public policy making, ishave made some diagnosis; it is difficult to imag-

ine a decision-making process with no diagnosis one of the few thinkers to face the issue squarely.
He writes:at all, no assessment of the situation. The

question is, therefore, where did diagnosis take ‘‘Experienced policy makers, who usually ex-
plain their own decisions largely in terms of sub-place?

7. Another point that emerges from studying stra- conscious processes such as ‘intuition’ and
‘judgment’, unanimously agree, and even em-tegic decision-making processes is the existence

and profound influence of what can be called phasize, that extrarational processes play a posi-
tive and essential role in policymaking.the dynamic factors. Strategic decision-making

processes are stopped by interruptions, delayed Observations of policymaking behavior in both
small and large systems, indeed, all availableand speeded up by timing factors, and forced

repeatedly to branch and cycle. These processes description of decisional behavior, especially
that of leaders such as Bismarck, Churchill, De-are, therefore, dynamic ones of importance. Yet

it is the dynamic factors that the ordered, se- Gaulle, and Kennedy, seem to confirm that pol-
icy makers’ opinion.’’6quential techniques of analysis are least able to

handle. Thus, despite their importance, the dy- 9. Finally, in the area of strategy formulation, I can
offer only a ‘‘feel’’ for the results since my re-namic factors go virtually without mention in

the literature of management science. search is still in progress. However, some ideas
have emerged. Strategy formulation does notLet’s look at timing, for example. It is evident

that timing is crucial in virtually everything the turn out to be the regular, continuous, system-
atic process depicted in so much of the planningmanager does. No manager takes action without

considering the effect of moving more or less literature. It is most often an irregular, discontin-
uous process, proceeding in fits and starts. Therequickly, of seizing the initiative, or of delaying

to avoid complications. Yet in one review of the are periods of stability in strategy development,
but also there are periods of flux, of groping, ofliterature of management, the authors found

fewer than 10 books in 183 that refer directly to piecemeal change, and of global change. To my
mind, a ‘‘strategy’’ represents the mediatingthe subject of timing.5 Essentially, managers are

left on their own to deal with the dynamic fac- force between a dynamic environment and a sta-
ble operating system. Strategy is the organiza-tors, which involve simultaneous, relational

modes of thinking. tion’s ‘‘conception’’ of how to deal with its
environment for a while.8. When managers do have to make serious choices

from among options, how do they in fact make Now, the environment does not change in any
set pattern. For example, the environment doesthem? Three fundamental modes of selection

can be distinguished—analysis, judgment, and not run on planners’ five-year schedules; it may
be stable for thirteen years, and then suddenlybargaining. The first involves the systematic

evaluation of options in terms of their conse- blow all to hell in the fourteenth. And even if
change were steady, the human brain does notquences on stated organizational goals; the sec-

ond is a process in the mind of a single decision generally perceive it that way. People tend to
underreact to mild stimuli and overreact tomaker; and the third involves negotiations be-

tween different decision makers. strong ones. It stands to reason, therefore, that
strategies that mediate between environmentsOne of the most surprising facts about how

managers made the 25 strategic decisions stud- and organizational operations do not change in
regular patterns, but rather, as I observed earlier,ied is that so few reported using explicit analysis;

only in 18 out of 83 choices made did managers in fits and starts.
How does strategic planning account for fitsmention using it. There was considerable bar-

and starts? The fact is that it does not (as planners

5. Clyde T. Hardwick, and Bernard F. Landuyt, Administrative
6. Yehezkel Dror, Public Policymaking Re-Examined (Scranton:Strategy and Decision Making, 2nd ed. (Cincinnati: South West-

ern, 1966). Chandler, 1968), p. 149.
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weremadesopainfullyawareofduringtheenergy complex, intertwined environment.
How can sequential analysis (under the labelcrisis). So again, the burden to cope falls on the

manager, specifically on his mental processes— strategic planning) possibly lead to a gestalt
strategy?intuitional and experiential—that can deal with

the irregular inputs from the environment. Another ‘‘famous old story’’ has relevance
here. It is the one about the blind men trying to10. Let me probe more deeply into the concept of

strategy. Consider the organization that has no identify an elephant by touch. One grabs the
trunk and says the elephant is long and soft;strategy, no way to deal consistently with its

environment; it simply reacts to each new pres- another holds the leg and says it is massive and
cylindrical; a third touches the skin and says itsure as it comes along. This is typical behavior

for an organization in a very difficult situation, is rough and scaly. What the story points out is
that—where the old strategy has broken down beyond

repair, but where no new strategy has yet ‘‘Each person standing at one part of the ele-
phant can make his own limited, analytic assess-emerged. Now, if the organization wishes to

formulate a new strategy, how does it do so (as- ment of the situation, but we do not obtain an
elephant by adding ‘‘scaly,’’ ‘‘long and soft,’’suming that the environment has stabilized suf-

ficiently to allow a new strategy to be ‘‘massive and cylindrical’’ together in any con-
ceivable proportion. Without the developmentformulated)?

Let me suggest two ways (based on still tenta- of an overall perspective, we remain lost in our
individual investigations. Such a perspective istive results). If the organization goes the route

of systematic planning, I suggest that it will a province of another mode of knowledge, and
cannot be achieved in the same way that individ-probably come up with what can be called a

‘‘main-line’’ strategy. In effect, it will do what ual parts are explored. It does not arise out of a
linear sum of independent observations.’’7is generally expected of organizations in its situ-

ation; where possible, for example, it will copy What can we conclude from these ten find-
ings? I must first reemphasize that everything Ithe established strategies of other organizations.

If it is in the automobile business, for instance, write about the two hemispheres of the brain
falls into the realm of speculation. Researchersit might use the basic General Motors strategy,

as Chrysler and Ford have so repeatedly done. have yet to formally relate any management pro-
cess to the functioning of the human brain. Nev-Alternatively, if the organization wishes to

have a creative, integrated strategy which can be ertheless, the ten points do seem to support the
hypothesis stated earlier: the important policy-called a ‘‘gestalt strategy,’’ such as Volkswagen’s

one in the 1950s, then I suggest the organization level processes required to manage an organiza-
tion rely to a considerable extent on the facul-will rely largely on one individual to conceptual-

ize its strategy, to synthesize a ‘‘vision’’ of how ties identified with the brain’s right hemisphere.
This conclusion does not imply that the leftthe organization will respond to its environ-

ment. In other words, scratch an interesting hemisphere is unimportant for policy makers. I
have overstated my case here to emphasize thestrategy, and you will probably find a single strat-

egy formulator beneath it. Creative, integrated importance of the right. The faculties identified
with the left hemisphere are obviously im-strategies seem to be the products of single

brains, perhaps of single right hemispheres. portant as well for effective management. Every
manager engages in considerable explicit calcu-A strategy can be made explicit, can be an-

nounced as what the organization intends to do lation when he or she acts, and all intuitive
thinking must be translated into the linear orderin the future, only when the vision is fully

worked out, if it ever is. Often, of course, it is of the left if it is to be articulated and eventually
put to use. The great powers that appear to benever felt to be fully worked out, hence the strat-

egy is never made explicit and remains the pri- associated with the right hemisphere are obvi-
ously useless without the faculties of the left.vate vision of the chief executive. (Of course, in

some situations the formulator need not be the The artist can create without verbalizing, the
manager cannot.manager. There is no reason why a manager can-

not have a creative right-hand man—really a left- Truly outstanding managers are no doubt the
ones who can couple effective right-hemispherichand man—who works out his gestalt strategy

for him, and then articulates it to him.) No man- processes (hunch, judgment, synthesis, and so
on) with effective processes of the left (articu-agement process is more demanding of holistic,

relational, gestalt thinking than the formulation
7. Ornstein, p. 10.of a creative, integrated strategy to deal with a
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lateness, logic, analysis, and so on). But there the best example—then the development of for-
mal, systematic strategic plans (and main-linewill be little headway in the field of management

if managers and researchers continue to search strategies) may be in order. But when the environ-
ment is unstable or the organization needs a cre-for the key to managing in the lightness of or-

dered analysis. Too much will stay unexplained ative strategy, then strategic planning may not be
the best approach to strategy formulation, andin the darkness of intuition.

Before I go on to discuss the implications for planners have no business pushing the organiza-
tion to use it.management science and planning, I want to

stress again that throughout this article I have ▫ Second, effective decision making at the policy
level requires good analytical input, it is the jobbeen focusing on processes that managers em-

ploy at the policy level of the organization. It of the planner and management scientist to en-
sure that top management gets it. Managers areseems that the faculties identified with the right-

hemispheric activities are most important in the very effective at securing soft information; but
they tend to underemphasize analytical input thathigher levels of an organization, at least in those

with ‘‘top-down’’ policy-making systems. is often important as well. The planners and man-
agement scientists can serve their organizationsIn a sense, the coupling of the holistic and the

sequential reflects how bureaucratic organiza- effectively by carrying out ad hoc analyses and
feeding the results to top management (need I saytions themselves work. The policy maker con-

ceives the strategy in holistic terms, and the rest verbally?), ensuring that the very best of analysis
is brought to bear on policy making. But at theof the hierarchy—the functional departments,

branches, and shops—implement it in sequence. same time, planners need to recognize that these
inputs cannot be the only ones used in policy mak-Whereas the right-hemispheric faculties may be

more important at the top of an organization, ing, that soft information is crucial as well.
the left-hemispheric ones may dominate lower
down. For the teacher of managers

If the suggestions in this article turn out to be
valid, then educators had better revise drasticallyImplications for the Left Hemisphere
some of their notions about management education,
because the revolution in that sphere over the lastLet us return to practical reality for a final word.
fifteen years—while it has brought so much of use—What does all I’ve discussed mean for those associ-
has virtually consecrated the modern managementated with management?
school to the worship of the left hemisphere.

Should educators be surprised that so many of theirFor planners and management scientists
graduates end up in staff positions, with no intention

No, I do not suggest that planners and management of ever managing anything? Some of the best-known
scientists pack up their bags of techniques and leave management schools have become virtual closed sys-
the field of management, or that they take up basket- tems in which professors with little interest in the
weaving or meditation in their spare time. (I reality of organizational life teach inexperienced stu-
haven’t—at least not yet!) It seems to me that the dents the theories of mathematics, economics, and
left hemisphere is alive and well; the analytic com- psychology as ends in themselves. In these manage-
munity is firmly established, and indispensable, at ment schools, management is accorded little place.
the operating and middle levels of most organiza- I am not preaching a return to the management
tions. Its real problems occur at the policy level. Here school of the 1950s. That age of fuzzy thinking has
analysis must co-exist with—perhaps even take its passed, thankfully. Rather, I am calling for a new
lead from—intuition, a fact that many analysts and balance in our schools, the balance that the best of
planners have been slow to accept. To my mind, human brains can achieve, between the analytic and
organizational effectiveness does not lie in that the intuitive. In particular, greater use should be
narrow-minded concept called ‘‘rationality’’; it lies made of the powerful new skill-development tech-
in a blend of clear-headed logic and powerful intu- niques which are experiential and creative in nature,
ition. Let me illustrate this with two points. such as role playing, the use of video-tape, behavior

laboratories, and so on. Educators need to put stu-
dents into situations, whether in the field or in the▫ First, only under special circumstances should

planners try to plan. When an organization is in simulated experience of the laboratory, where they
can practice managerial skills, not only interpersonala stable environment and has no use for a very

creative strategy—the telephone industry may be but also informational and decisional. Then special-
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ists would follow up with feedback on the students’ does forcing to the realm of intuition activities that
can be handled effectively by analysis.behavior and performance.

A major thrust of development in our organiza-
tions, ever since Frederick Taylor began experiment-For managers
ing in factories late in the last century, has been to
shift activities out of the realm of intuition, towardThe first conclusion for managers should be a call

for caution. The findings of the cognitive psycholo- conscious analysis. That trend will continue. But
managers, and those who work with them, need togists should not be taken as license to shroud activi-

ties in darkness. The mystification of conscious be careful to distinguish that which is best handled
analytically from that which must remain in thebehavior is a favorite ploy of those seeking to protect

a power base (or to hide their intentions of creating realm of intuition, where, in the meantime, we
should be looking for the lost keys to management.one); this behavior helps no organization, and neither
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